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Abstract: We prove that the parsing problem for bracket context-free languages can be solved in 

log(n) time using n/log(n) processors on a parallel random access machine without write conflicts 

(P-RAM).On the way we develop a new general technique for tree compression based on the bracket 

structure of the tree. 

An optimal parallel algorithm (for a given problem computable sequentially in linear time) is one that 

satisfies p*t=O(n), where p is the number of processors used, t is the parallel time and t is very 

small (i.e., log(n), log(n). Optimal parallel algorithms are known for few nontrivial computational 

problems: computing associative function of n variables, selection, string matching, converting an 

expression to its parse tree, dynamic evaluation of expressions. We add to this list another problem: 

parsing bracket languages. In some sense it can be treated as a generalization of optimal conversion 

of expressions into parse trees (if we assume that expressions are fully paranthesized). 

Bracket languages are one of the few interesting subclasses of context-free languages known to be 

recognizable sequentially in logarithmic space, it is natural to expect that a problem easy with respect 

to the space complexity could be also solvable by an efficient parallel algorithm.Another subclass of 

context-free languages recognizable in logarithmic space is the class of input driven languages [10]. 

For such languages it was also shown that an optimal parallel algorithm for the recognition problem 

is possible, see [2]. 

For bracket languages we give a much stronger result, since we deal with the parsing problem which 

seems to be more difficult than the recognition problem. As far as we know the only nontrivial 

context-free languages for which an optimal parallel parsing algorithm is (implicitly) known are 

Dyck languages (well formed sequences of constant types of brackets). In fact the algorithm given in 

[5] is not an optimal parallel algorithm, since p=n and t=log(n) in [5]. However the number of 

processors can be reduced to n/log(n) using the result of [1] in a straightforward way. One can 

disregard types of brackets and compute for each bracket its corresponding matching bracket using 

the algorithm from [1], then the types of macthing pairs can be checked. The same trick is used in 

log n space recognition of Dyck languages. 
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Our model of parallel computation is a parallel random access machine without write conflicts 

(P-RAM). Such a model is known also as a CREW P-RAM. It consists of a number of 

synchronously working processors (RAM's) which are using a common memory . No two 

processors can attempt to write in the same step into the same location, however many processors 

can read from the same location. Such a model corresponds to bounded fan-in circuits. 

The best algorithms for parallel general context-free recognition on a P-RAM work in log2(n) time 

using 0(n6) processors, see [11] (such complexity can even be achieved on much weaker models 

of parallel computations, cube connected computers and perfect shuffle computers, see [9]). For 

unambiguous languages log n time is enough, however the number of processors is bounded by a 

polynomial with a high degree [12]. 

Recently it was proved in [2] that bracket languages can be recognized using an optimal parallel 

algorithm (log n time and n/log(n) processors). 

We show that the parsing problem for these languages can be also solved using an optimal parallel 

algorithm. 

A context-free grammar is given by a 4-tuple G=(N,T,P,S), where N is the set of nonterminals, T is 

the set of terminal symbols, P is the set of productions and S is a starting nonterminal symbol. G is 

a bracket grammar iff each production is of the form A->(u), where u does not contain brackets "(", 
11 )11 

A language is a bracket language iff it is generated by a bracket grammar. A typical example of a 

bracket language is the set of paranthesized arithmetic expressions with constants a,b. It is generated 

by the grammar: 

E->(E) I (E*E) I (E+E) I (E-E) I (E/E) I (a) I (b) 

The text generated by a bracket grammar contains explicit information about the "shape" of the 

parsing tree (given by the bracket structure of the text). However such information does not give 

directly the full information about the parsing tree, the labels ( nonterminals) associated with the 

nodes are missing. The aim of this paper is to prove that the computation of these labels can be done 

by an optimal parallel algorithm. The number of possible correct labellings can be exponential and, 

though for each text the shape of its parse tree is uniquely determined, the grammar can have a very 

large degree of unambiguity. For example consider the grammar 

S->(SA) I (AS) I (SS) I (AA) A->(a). 

We are concerned with finding any correct labelling (a parse tree if there is any). 

For ease of exposition assume that G is in a Chomsky-like Normal Form, each production being of 

the type A->(BC), or A->(a), where B,C are nonterminals and a is a terminal.Our method can be 

extended to arbitrary bracket grammar. Instead of binary trees one has to consider trees with degrees 

bounded by a constant. 

We write A->*w iff the string w can be derived from A. Let S be the starting symbol of the 

grammar. Let w be a given input string of length n. The parsing problem is: construct a parsing tree 

PT (if S->*w). The size of the problem is n. 

(We assume that the grammar is given and has a constant size independent of n.) 

The tree PT is represented by arrays whose entries correspond to the nodes of the tree. With each 
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node x there is associated information about its sons, father and label. The label of the root is S. 

Example  

Consider the grammar: 

S -> (BA) I (BC) I (AS) 

A-> (BA) I (AA) I (BB) I (a) 

B-> (CC) I (CS) I (b) 

C-> (AB) I (CA) I (BC) I (a) 

and the input text 

w = ((b)(((a)(a))((b)(a))))• 

The bracket structure of w is: 

Fig.1 

Each node corresponds to a pair of matching brackets. The sons of a given pair are pairs enclosed 

within it. This determines the shape of the parse tree, which is shown in Figl. The nonterminals 

corresponding to internal nodes of such a tree are at present unknown. Their computation by an 

optimal parallel algorithm is the aim of our paper. 

It was shown in [1] that such a tree can be constructed by an optimal parallel algorithm. At this 

stage (computing the "shape" of the tree) all symbols except brackets can be ignored. 

Lemma 1 (Bar-on, Vishkin) 

The tree corresponding to the sequence of brackets can be constructed in log(n) time using 

0(n/log(n)) processors on a P-RAM. It can also be checked with the same complexity whether the 

sequence is a well formed sequence of brackets. 

Define the operation * on sets of nonterminals as follows: 

Sl*S2= (A : A->(BC) is a production and Be Si, Ce S2 ). 

For our example grammar we have (A,B,)*(B,C} = (A,S,C). 
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(A,B,C) (A,S,C) 

/\ /\ 
(B) (A,C) (A,C) (B) {A,C} _ bottom 

1  
nodes 

 1 	1 	1 	I 

( ( b ) ( ( ( a ) (a) ) ( (b) (a) ))) -leaves 

A 

C C BA 
I 	I 

((b)(((a) (a) ) 	(b) (a) ) ) ) 

Fig.2 

We say that a node in our tree is a bottom node if it corresponds to a derivation X->(x), where X 

is a nonterminal and x is terminal symbol. (The bottom nodes are nodes of height one in our tree, if 

we remove leaves (corresponding to terminal symbols) in Fig.2 then the leaves of the tree obtained 

will be bottom nodes.) 

Each node v covers a substring of w consisting of all symbols corresponding to leaves of the tree 

rooted at v. Denote this substring by sub(v), for a given tree and input text w. 

For each internal node v define val(v)= {X : X->*sub(v) }. 

It is easy to compute val(v) for each bottom node, it takes 0(1) time per one node since the size of 

the grammar is constant.For a bottom node v sub(v)="(x)" for some terminal symbol x, and we 

have to find all nonterminals X such that X->(x) is a production. Hence val(v) can be computed for 

all bottom nodes in 0(1) time using n processors or in log(n) time using n/log(n) processors. 

If v is an internal node which is not a bottom node then it has two sons. Denote them by v1 and v2. 

It follows from the definition that val(v)= val(v1)*val(v2). Hence the problem of computing val(v) 

for all v turns out to be the problem of computing values of all nodes in a tree of an algebraic 

expression (assuming that the values of bottom nodes are already computed). The underlying 

algebra is not very regular. For example the operation * can be nonassociative. However the carrier 

of the algebra is finite. It was proved in [2] that the computation of val can be done by an optimal 

parallel algorithm. 

Lemma 2 (Gibbons, Rytter) 

Let T be the tree of an algebraic expression. If the leaves of T are consecutively numbered from left 

to right and the carrier of the underlying algebra has cardinality bounded by a constant then val(v) 

for each node v can be computed in log(n) time using n/log(n) processors on a P-RAM. 

In our case the leaves of the expression (bottom nodes) can be consecutively numbered in log(n) 

time using n/log(n) processors. Each bottom node v corresponds to a position i containing a terminal 
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symbol x. Such positions can be easily numbered by assigning 1 to each position with a terminal 

symbol which is not a bracket and 0 to other positions. Now for a given position i we can compute 

the sum of all the assigned integers to the left of i (including i). This gives the correct number for the 

bottom node v corresponding to i. Such a computation is a classical prefix computation and can be 

performed by an optimal parallel algorithm organizing the processors in the regular binary tree, see 

14]. 

I lence we can assume now that val(v) is computed for each node v. 

Now we have to choose one nonterminal from each set val(v). We cannot make this choice locally, 

since many conflicts (with respect to the grammar) would occur. 

We associate with each node v a partial function Dv, called the dependancy function.The arguments 

and values of this function are nonterminals. The interpretation of Dv(A)=B is: if label(father(v))=A 

then label(v)=B. 

Next we execute the following algorithm. 

for each internal non-bottom node v do in parallel 

let vl, v2 be the left and right son of v, respectively ; 

for each XE val(v) choose Y E val(vl) and Z E val(v2) such that X->(YZ) is a production; 

Dv100:=Y; Dv2(X):=Z; invariant: suitable Y,Z can always be found) 

Example 

Let val(v)={A,S,B,C), val(v1)={A,B,C), val(v2)=(A,S,C). 

Then for A we can choose BE val(vl), AE val(v2), since A->(BA) is a production. 

We set Dvi (A)=B,Dv2(A)=A.For Se val(v) we can choose also B, A and set Dvi (S)=B, 

Dv2(S)= A. Analogously we can set Do (B)=C, Dv2(B)=C and Dvi(C)=C, Dv2(C)=A. 

The function Dv  I can also be written in the form 

A->B 

S->B 

B->C 

C->C. 

The functions associated with each node written in such a form are presented below for our example 

tree. 

The functions Dv  for all nodes v can be easily computed in 0(1) time with n processors or in 

0(log n) time with n/log(n) processors. 
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root = S 

 

S ->B 
A ->B 

S ->A 
A ->A 

■ _ 
A ->B 	 A ->A 
S ->B 	 S ->A 
B ->C 	 B ->C 
C ->C 	 C ->A 

A ->A 	A ->A 
B ->C 	B ->C 
C ->C 	C ->A 

A ->B 	A ->A 
S ->B 	S ->A 
C ->B 	C ->C 

Fig.3. A ->B means here: if the father has the label A then this node should have the label B. 

We know that the root should have label S. What are labels implied for other nodes? 

Remark 

Observe that we resolve the (possible) unambiguity of the grammar when computing the functions 

Dv. We have many possibilities to choose corresponding nonterminals and we fix one of them. It 

might seem that there are write conflicts , however this is not so. Each local search is in a set of 

possibilities (pairs Y,Z) whose cardinality is bounded by a constant. The choice can be made 

sequentially for a given node in 0(1) time, and determinism can be achieved by selecting (for 

example) the pair corresponding to a production with the smallest number. 

Whenever we compute Dv  then val(v)=val(vl)*val(v2). This guarantees that for each Xe val(v) 

• there are suitable YE val(vl), ZE val(v2). 

If we require that the root has the label S then the functions Dv  determine uniquely the label for each 

node in a top-down way. The value in the root determines the values in the sons of the root through 

their functions D, this determines values for their sons etc. 

Define the function composition f•g (x) = g(f(x)). 

For each internal nonroot node v let Fv  =fi•f2.....fk, where f1,..,fk are functions D associated with 

the nodes on the path (top-down) from the root to v (excluding the root and including v). 

For each node v in parallel we set label(v)=Fv(S). This gives the full parse tree. 

The parse tree determined by the functions in Fig.3 is shown in Fig.2. The selection of labels can be 

done in 0(1) time with n processors, or in log(n) time with n/log(n) processors if the values of Fv  

are already computed for each v. 

Hence the parse tree can be constructed by an optimal parallel algorithm if the functions Fv  can be 

computed by an optimal parallel algorithm 
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Theorem 

Every bracket language can be parsed in log(n) time using n/log(n) processors on a P-RA M. 

Proof. 

It is enough to show that the functions Fv  for all internal nonroot nodes v can be computed in log(n) 

time using n/log(n) processors. One possiblity is to extend the method used in [2] for optimal 

dynamic evaluation of expressions. However we develop a slightly different method, which is more 

suitable in this case. 

We first show how to compute the functions Fv  in log(n) time using n processors. The method uses 

the doubling technique. Assume that father(root)=root and Froot=identity function. Initially for each 

nonroot node v Fv=Dv. 

doubling 
ii 

f 	 >f8 	 

fl / \ 
f6 	 n 

\ / \ 
12 	f3 	f4 f7.f5 

Fig. 4 

Then execute the following. 

repeat log(n) times  

for each internal nonroot node v do in parallel  

begin Fv  F :=- father(v)*Fv; father(v):=father(father(v)) end. 

One step of this algorithm is illustrated in Fig.4.The above algorithm works in log(n) time using n 

processors. In order to reduce the number of processors by a factor of log n some preprocessing is 

required. The tree T is transformed to the reduced tree RT with n/log n nodes and functions Fv  are 

computed only for nodes of this tree using the above algorithm. Then the tree RT is expanded and 

the functions are computed for all nodes. 

We say that a path from vl to v2 (in a given tree T) is reducible if each node on this path, except 

maybe viand v2, has a son which is a leaf. (Formally, a single edge is also a reducible path, though 

there is no significant use of such a type of reducibility). 
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Fig.5 

The reducible path p can be compressed into single edge, see Fig.5. We call this operation 

compress(p). The compression does not affect the value of Fv  for any nodes v except those 

eliminated. 

If the value of Fv1 is computed then the values of Fv  for all eliminated nodes can easily be computed 

in log(n) time using one processor. One has to decompress the compressed path and compute values 

Fv  going along this path top-down. 

Our aim is to find n/log(n) edge-disjoint reducible paths whose removal will reduce the tree by a 

factor of log(n).We use the approach of Bar-on and Vishkin. We refer the reader to [lb, page 351 

and assume a familiarity with the method and (especially) the claim related to subintervals induced 

by brackets chosen in step (3) of the Bar-on,Vishldn's algorithm. 

At this moment we have the parse tree T without labels (with the functions Dv  computed). Such a 

tree and the bracket structure of the input text are two different representation of the same object. The 

bracket structure will help to find a good decomposition into reducible paths. 

We illustrate the method on the following example. Let 

w = ((((a)((a)(((a)(((a)((((a) (a))))((a)(a))))((a)(((a) (a))(a))))))((((a)((a)((a) (a))))(a))(a)))(a))(a))• 
In the general case, partition the text into n/log(n) segments of the length (approximately) log n. For 

ease of presentation example let us disregard for a moment the true value of log(n) and assume that 

the partition is as follows: 

((((a)((a)(((a)(((a)((((a) I (a))(a)))((a)(a))))((a)(((a) I (a))(a))))))((((a)((a)((a) I (a))))(a))(a)))(a))(a)) 
Assign a processor to each segment. Each segment contains some matching pairs of brackets and 

some brackets whose matches are outside the segment. The processor (assigned to a given segment) 

finds which brackets have their matches inside the segment. Let us define the maximal matching pair 

in a given segment to be a pair of matching brackets, both within this segment, which is not 

enclosed by any pair with the same property.The subsegment whose endpoints are such brackets 

(including them) is called the maximal subsegment.Consider the second segment 
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9 
(a))(a)))((a)(a))))((a)(((a). This segment (with maximal subsegments enclosed in [..] ) is: 

[(a)] ) [(a)] )) [((a)(a))] ))( [(a)] (( [(a)] 
The maximal matching pair corresponds to a subtree all of whose leaves are within the given 

segment. The maximal subsegments correspond to the leaves of this tree. If we know the value of 

Ev  for the root of each such tree in a given segment then one processor can easily compute the 

values of Fv  for all other nodes in this segment. 

Our first step is the replacemnt of all such trees by new single leaves. In terms of symbols we 

replace each maximal subsegment by a special symbol Hence the second segment will be 

transformed into •)•))•))(•((• . For the whole string we obtain the following sequence 

v=(((•(•((•((•(((.1-).)).))(•((• 1.).)))))(((•(•(.1.)).).)).).)) 

This sequence corresponds to the tree with some subtrees replaced by leaves. Denote this tree by T. 

The symbols • correspond to leaves of the tree and each pair of matching brackets corresponds to an 

internal node of T. The tree T for our example string is illustarted in Fig.7 and the bracket structure 

in Fig.8. The numbers of rectangles (corresponding to matching brackets) placed in Fig.6 

correspond to the numbers of nodes of the tree T. 

Let w" be the string w' with symbols • erased and with the same partition into segments. The 

crucial property of w" is: 

each segment of w" is of the form )))...)((((..(, possibly with only one type of brackets. 

We mark in each segment each leftmost and each righmost left and right bracket. There are at most 

four brackets marked in one segment. Next for each marked bracket (in parallel) we mark its 

corresponding matching bracket. This is shown in Fig.6, where marked brackets are indicated by an 
arrow. 

1 

• = leaf 

	  6 	15 

7 	 16 
	8 

9 	12 	 17  
I I 10 

n 	F411 31 	181111 
( «•(•“•( (*( (••)•) )•» (*((••)*) » » ( (•(•(••)) )•)•»•)•) 

i«Z( (( (( ((I)))» 	)»» («((I») )» »I Tbm:cikejt 
TT Ttt TT TT T 

Fig.6 
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We define the following transformation for the tree T. 

Transformation (tree compression) 

(1) For each pair of marked matching brackets we mark the corresponding node of T. 

(2) Additionally for each node of the tree (in parallel) we mark it if both of its sons were marked in 

step (1). 

(3) For each marked nonroot node v denote by path(v) the path from v (bottom-up) to the next 

marked node.Compress each such path p =path(v) into a single edge using the operation 

compress(p). 

Fig.7 

In our example in step (1) we mark the nodes 1,4,15,7,12,19,14 and 11. Then in step (2) we mark 

additionally the nodes 3 and 6. 

Claim 

For each marked node v path(v) is a reducible path and its length is O(log n). If we compress paths 

path(v) for all marked nodes v then the resulting tree RT will have O(n/log(n)) nodes. 

Proof (of the claim) 

Let us look at the bracket structure.We consider first the paths from marked nodes down. 

Let v' be a marked node and (v,  )v,  its corresponding pair of brackets. These brackets are 

marked.Assume that one of the descendants of v' is marked and the son of v' is not marked. 

Let us go, in the bracket sequence w", to the left of )1,,  until we find a marked bracket (it is some 

bracket )v2 corresponding to a node v2), and to the right of (v,  until we find a marked bracket (it is 

some bracket (v  1 corresponding to some node v1). 

We have the situation 

(v1(1(2(3(( 	)v2...)))3)2)1)v' 
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Case 1. vl=v2=v (for example when v'=7 in our tree) 

The nodes v' and v are marked. The brackets corresponding to v' enclose the brackets 

corresponding to v. 

We have the following situation if we disregard the symbol • : 

(v'(1(2(3(( (v )v—)))3)2)1)V.  

All brackets between (v,  and (v  are left brackets and all brackets between )v  and )v  are right 

brackets.Moreover the bracket (1 matches the bracket )1, (2 matches )2, and so on. It can be proved 

using the same argument as in [1], page 351. We refer the reader to a claim proved there. 

Now look at two consecutively enclosed pairs of brackets, for example (1..)1 and (2..)2. The node 

x corresponding to the first pair is the father of the node y corresponding to the second pair. Look at 

the other son z of the node x. We claim that this other son is a leaf. If we look at these pairs of 

brackets in the string w' then there are only two possible situations. (1•(2...)2)1  or (1(2... )2.). The 

son z should correspond to • . If it were not a leaf then it could be reduced to one leaf during the 

preprocessing of one segment, because all its leaves are in the same segment (they are between 

brackets lying in the same segment). Hence the path from v to v' is reducible. 

Case 2. vl#v2 (for example when v'=4 in our tree) 

We have the following situation 

(v'(1(2(3(( -(k (v1 -)v1(v2— )v2 )k—)))3)2)1)v'. 

Now the node v" corresponding to (k )k has both sons marked (because of marking corresponding 

brackets), hence it is a marked node (after our additional marking),It follows that the path from v' to 

v" is reducible using the same argument as in the previous case. 

Take any nonroot marked node v and its path path(v) which ends at v' (a proper ancestor of v). We 

have proved that if we go down from v' then at some moment we encounter a marked node x and 

the path from v' to x is reducible. However x must be equal to v, because there are no marked nodes 

between v and v' and v is not a leaf. Hence path(v) is reducible. 

It is easy to see that there are only 0(n/log(n)) marked brackets (constant number per segment), 

hence there are also only O(n/log(n)) marked nodes.There can be in fact more marked nodes than 

pairs of matching marked brackets (because of additionally added marked nodes). However it is of 

the same order.Hence the size of compressed tree is 0(n/log(n)). This completes the proof of the 

claim. 

We have described at the beginning of the proof (of the theorem) an algorithm to compute all 

functions F in log(m) time with m processors for a tree with m nodes. We compress our tree and 
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compute the functions F for the compressed tree RT. The size of RT is n/log(n). If we take 

m=n/log(n) and the algorithm mentioned above, then we can compute the functions for RT in 

log(n) time using n/log(n) processors.Now we can assign a processor to path(v),for each marked 

nonroot node, and we can easily decompress each such a path and compute functions F for 

reconstructed nodes in log n time per one path using one processor. This requires time log n and 

n/log(n) processors. This completes the proof. 

Remark 

Our tree compression is a refinement of a compression used in [2]. It is especially useful when a 

function is to be computed for all nodes of the tree, because the decompression is easy. The 

technique from [2] is best suited for computing the value associated only with the root. 
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